Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In this unprecedented age of technology-driven modernization, technologies contribute greatly to the development of human society. For instance, fifth-generation wireless systems (5G) (Andrews et al. [@CR3]; Boccardi et al. [@CR4]) and the internet of things (IoT) (Gubbi et al. [@CR11]; Al-Fuqaha et al. [@CR2]) have greatly improved the speed of people's communication and access to information and improved the user experience. In 2020, during the process of fighting the epidemic (COVID-19) (Zhou et al. [@CR24]; Shi et al. [@CR20]) worldwide, big data technology has played an irreplaceable role in the analysis of epidemic prevention and control. In these applications, location information plays an irreplaceable role.

Generally, satellite positioning is the main way to obtain location information. However, in areas where satellite signals are weak, such as tunnels and factory control systems, the positioning method based on wireless communication has become the main means of acquiring location. DV-hop (Niculescu and Nath [@CR17]), as a prevailing and typical wireless communication-based localization algorithm, estimates sensor nodes location through detecting the hop count and acquiring estimated distance between nodes. However, this simple principle and operation cause the instability of the positional precision of the standard DV-hop algorithm. It makes the algorithm is unreliable in applications where accuracy is critical, such as medical health (Al Ameen et al. [@CR1]). To reduce the error, scholars have proposed different improvement measures, including the introduction of weight models and optimization algorithms, and achieving a certain degree of accuracy improvement.

However, the conventional wisdom thinks that the weights will decrease with the hop counts increase. But there has been no clear mathematical model among positioning error, hop count, and weight. To address this issue, this paper improves the weight model and performs a convergence analysis. And the motivation and contribution are shown as follows: the goal of this study is to explore the convergence of the traditional weight model. Therefore, we construct a mathematical model between the weights and hops, reveal the relationship between the traditional weight model and the positioning error, and analyze and prove that the weight model is convergent. Through the proof of convergence, it provides a theoretical basis for scholars to improve the DV-hop positioning model. And this study uses the genetic algorithm (GA) (Goldberg [@CR10]) to conduct a preliminary test of the model.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} provides a brief description of related work and introduces the traditional weight (TW) model with optimization algorithm; in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we construct a mathematical weight model (MW) based on the node communication features and analyze the convergence of this model. Section [4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} uses the GA to solve this MW model and carries out the simulation test. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Sect. [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}.

Related work {#Sec2}
============

Initially, the third phase of the DV-hop algorithm is to implement position calculation by a deterministic algorithm, such as the trilateration and the least square method. These methods require the algorithm provide an estimated distances with small error to achieve precise precision. But according to Eqs. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) and ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), we can know this assumption that the acquisition of the highly accurate estimated distance is unrealistic for the DV-hop algorithm. Therefore, scholars use weight model and intelligent optimization algorithms to optimize the DV-hop algorithm to achieve a high accurate precision.

DV-hop with the optimization algorithms contains three stages. **1st phase:** anchor nodes (ANs) transmit the packs to the network, other sensor nodes (contains the anchor and unknown nodes, UNs) receive the packs and retransmission them to network. During this process, each node counts the minimum number of hops required to communicate with other nodes. **2nd phase:** according to the number of hops recorded, the distance per hop (dis_per) is calculated as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Then, the distance (dis~*i,k*~) between AN~*i*~ and UN~*k*~ is estimated as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**3rd phase:** the optimization algorithm is used to solve the location of the UNs, and the model is as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In 2007, Chuan ([@CR7]) proposed the concept of the weight and she thinks that the value of the weight is decrease with the hop count increase. In 2009, according to this viewpoint, Li et al. ([@CR14]) proposed a method for calculating the weight, which follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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And the objective function model is calculated as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the collinearity phenomenon of sensor nodes, Zhang et al. ([@CR23]) proposed to use the Voronoi diagram to divide the sensors network into difference multiple regions, each region containing an anchor node. Then, a weighted method is used to calculate the location of the UN. Gui et al. ([@CR12]) argued that when the hop count between the AN and UN is large, this AN will interfere rather than promote the positioning process of the UN. Therefore, he proposed to select three ANs closest to the UN for positioning, that is, select the three ANs with the smallest hop number for positioning. Song and Tam ([@CR21]) improved DV-hop with the weighted centroid, and the weight (W~i~) is calculated as follows (where *hop*~*i*~ denotes the minimum hop count between the AN~*i*~ and UN). This model makes the closest AN has the greatest impact on the positioning results. Li et al. ([@CR15]) adapted a similar weight setting method to optimize the DV-hop algorithm.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In recent years, with the recognition of this weight model, scholars have begun to seek to optimize it using various evolutionary algorithms; Mehrabi et al. ([@CR16]) proposed to optimize DV-hop with GA-PSO algorithm. Cui et al. ([@CR8]) developed a novel oriented cuckoo search (OCS) (Gandomi et al. [@CR9]) algorithm to enhance the DV-hop performance. Sharma and Kumar ([@CR18]) also applied GA to the positioning process of wireless sensor nodes in three-dimensional (3D) space. Shi et al. ([@CR19]) proposed an improved DV-hop approach based on path matching and PSO. Cai et al. ([@CR5]) introduced the rank transformation strategy to the bat algorithm (BA), proposed a fast triangle flip BA, and applied the algorithm to wireless sensor node localization. Further, scholars have also proposed new model improvements, such as the establishment of a multi-objective positioning model (Cai et al. [@CR6]; Wang et al. [@CR22]; Kanwar and Kumar [@CR13]) based on the theoretical hop distance.

However, it must be mentioned that although these algorithms improve the positional precision of the sensor nodes, they do not provide a convincing proof of the relationship among the errors, hop counts and weights. Therefore, based on the weighted conjectures put forward by scholars, this study constructs the corresponding model and analyzes the convergence of the model to reveal the potential relationship among the weights, hop counts, and errors.

Model establishment and analysis {#Sec3}
================================

The error models construction {#Sec4}
-----------------------------

In the WSNs, according to the characteristics of the sensor node, we can get Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the blue point denotes the anchor node, and the black points denote the UN*s*. Assumption all of the nodes is following the uniform distribution within the detecting area, and the maximum communication radius is *R*. The theoretical average distance per hop (Per_dis) when the hop count is one is calculated as follows in Eq. ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}). Obviously, the calculation method of the Per_dis is different from the dis_per~*i*~. The dis_per~*i*~ is obtained by the multi-hop transmission process; generally, the value of the dis_per~i~ is different from the dis_per~*k*~. The Per_dis is obtained by probability statistics, and for different anchor nodes, the average distance is the same.Fig. 1Node distribution graph within the detection area when the hop count is 1$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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According to Eq. ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) and Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, we can obtain Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} when the hop count is two. Let the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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After obtaining the maximum detectable range and the average detection distance model, we also investigate the error model, as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, where the blue point denotes the anchor node, the black nodes denote the other sensor nodes, and the hop count is two. Let the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Convergence analysis of the error model {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------

In this subsection, we analyze the convergence of the error model. Firstly, when the hop count tends to infinity, Eq. ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) is follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Similarly, Eq. ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) is calculated as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Then, when the hop count tends to infinity, the error model can be indicated as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Thus, we can obtain that when the hop count tends to infinity (where, the sensor nodes are following the uniform distribution and the number of sensor nodes tends to infinity), the error of estimated distance converges to 1/4*R*. To reveal the convergence trend of the error, we calculated the error of this model with different hop counts, and the results are shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Obviously, the error increases as the number of hops increases and eventually converges to 1/4*R*.Fig. 4Error analysis with the detection area when the hop count is 2 (*n*). **a** The total hop count is 20, and **b** the total hop count is 100

Construction and solution of weight model {#Sec6}
=========================================

The traditional weight model considers that the smaller the hop count, the stronger the influence on unknown nodes. However, this viewpoint ignores the relationship between the weight and the errors, because the convergence is not analyzed. Based on this deficiency, this study constructs the mathematical model based on the weight and errors, and the convergence of the error is analyzed in the subsection [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. And the weight model is expressed as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Then, the weight model is normalized, as shown in Eq. ([15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}).$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Thus, the objective of localization is expressed as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Inspired by the traditional weight model, a weight model based on error variation was established and proved to be convergent. And this study solves this mathematical weighted DV-hop with genetic algorithm, named the MW-GADV-hop. The implementation of MW-GADV-hop is shown in Algorithm 1.

Simulation results {#Sec7}
==================

Simulation environment and evaluation criteria {#Sec8}
----------------------------------------------

To test the performance of the proposed weight model, experimental simulations were conducted in MATLAB 2016a. Then, we analyzed the performance of the algorithm and compared it with the DV-hop, TW-GADV-hop (Sharma and Kumar [@CR18]), TW-PSODV-hop (Shi et al. [@CR19]), and FTF-BADV-hop (Cai et al. [@CR5]). And the parameters are listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Parameter settingsParametersValueDV-hop Network typeC-, O- and X-shaped network Detection area100 m × 100 m Nodes (*n*)100 (50--100) Beacon nodes (*n*)20 (5--30) R (*m*)25 (15--40)GA Population20 Variable dimension (*v*)2\*(*N *− *n*) Cross probability0.9 Mutation probability1/*v* Maximum generation500 Independently runtime30

To evaluate the performance proposed algorithms, this study uses the average localization error (ALE) as the evaluation criteria, as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The main purpose of this study is to construct a mathematical model of weight based on the traditional weight concept and to prove the convergence of the model, instead of creating a new weight model. Therefore, our weight model should theoretically have similar positioning performance to the traditional weight model. In order to test the positioning performance, we execute the algorithm within the different network topologies, as shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, where the '.' denotes the UNs and the '\*' denotes the ANs. Obviously, the network topology contains the C- shaped, O-shaped and X-shaped networks.Fig. 5Three complex shape test networks. **a** The C-shaped, **b** the O-shaped, and **c** the X-shaped

Different radii test {#Sec9}
--------------------

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} show the simulation results with the different radii. From the distribution of the smallest error in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, the MW-GADV-hop proposed in this paper does not show outstanding positioning advantages. And it has similar performance to other DV-hop algorithms solved by optimization algorithms (FTF-BADV-hop, TW-PSODV-hop, and TW-GADV-hop) in different network topologies. Obviously, in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, DV-hop always maintains the maximum positioning error with different radii. And in C-shaped and X-shaped networks, MW-GADV-hop is significantly better than TW-GADV-hop solved by the same genetic algorithm.Table 2The results with different radii testRadii152025303540C-shaped network DV-hop172.33112.5363.7349.7844.8141.62 FTF-BADV-hop94.0163.4936.5831.1529.89**27.32** TW-PSODV-hop93.7663.0136.3031.20**29.51**27.56 TW-GADV-hop**50.9939.2831.32**31.1730.9631.64 MW-GADV-hop69.1051.7134.33**30.12**30.4930.39O-shaped network DV-hop117.8856.5044.7739.3929.2431.28 FTF-BADV-hop49.49**27.03**24.0625.2718.11**20.37** TW-PSODV-hop50.5827.2824.3324.74**18.06**20.58 TW-GADV-hop**44.14**31.7728.1530.3925.7028.37 MW-GADV-hop49.2027.55**23.9625.15**19.8622.11X-shaped network DV-hop80.1854.2243.4939.3937.1536.29 FTF-BADV-hop43.96**32.29**34.4535.32**28.44**27.68 TW-PSODV-hop45.0632.5234.2334.42**28.4327.41** TW-GADV-hop**41.57**36.9338.6037.5835.5034.59 MW-GADV-hop44.3633.34**32.0831.25**29.9029.95Bold values indicate the minimum error (the best solution)Fig. 6The results with different radii test. **a** The results of C-shaped network, **b** the results of O-shaped network, and **c** the results of X-shaped network

Different nodes test {#Sec10}
--------------------

Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} show the simulation results with the different numbers of nodes. From Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, MW-GADV-hop always maintains the minimum positioning error in O-shaped and X-shaped networks. And compared with DV-hop algorithm, the errors of MW-GADV-hop dropped by 33.64%, 20.81%, and 11.41%, respectively. From Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, in C-shaped network, the positioning performance of MW-GADV-hop is inferior to TW-GADV-hop, but similar to the FTF-BADV-hop and TW-PSODV-hop.Table 3The results with different nodes testNumber of nodes5060708090100C-shaped network DV-hop76.2775.3970.3466.4265.1263.73 FTF-BADV-hop42.8246.2939.3838.7537.4236.57 TW-PSODV-hop41.7045.0939.0538.4737.4036.30 TW-GADV-hop**32.3535.1133.3833.1530.6831.32** MW-GADV-hop42.6344.2938.8337.2435.0134.33O-shaped network DV-hop33.9240.5940.8241.8042.4644.77 FTF-BADV-hop19.6423.8722.9723.0923.4924.06 TW-PSODV-hop20.1524.8122.9623.5923.8924.33 TW-GADV-hop22.3827.3625.4026.2026.5028.15 MW-GADV-hop**19.3422.6921.9422.1723.4023.96**X-shaped network DV-hop34.1636.4738.0040.3140.3043.49 FTF-BADV-hop35.8932.3532.3532.9232.3334.45 TW-PSODV-hop35.2432.7831.6531.7631.7634.23 TW-GADV-hop34.8532.5834.4435.8936.5638.60 MW-GADV-hop**32.1029.0829.6829.9929.7032.08**Bold values indicate the minimum error (the best solution)Fig. 7The results with different nodes test. **a** The C-shaped network, **b** the O-shaped network, and **c** the X-shaped network

Different anchor nodes test {#Sec11}
---------------------------

Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} show the simulation results with the different numbers of ANs. From Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, the performance of MW-GADV-hop is slightly inferior to TW-GADV-hop in C-shaped network and superior to FTF-BADV-hop, TW-PSODV-hop, and TW-GADV-hop in other networks. From Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, compared with other algorithms, MW-GADV-hop has less volatility, which indicates it is not sensitive to the number of anchor nodes, reflecting the strong robustness of the MW-GADV-hop.Table 4The results with different ANs testNumber of ANs51015202530C-shaped network DV-hop88.4567.4269.4563.7364.8869.80 FTF-BADV-hop49.8342.6248.6236.5753.2154.83 TW-PSODV-hop**46.99**41.4546.8136.3052.4652.71 TW-GADV-hop116.7643.28**37.5431.3233.2131.30** MW-GADV-hop116.80**41.40**42.5934.3338.6236.87O-shaped network DV-hop98.0879.9538.4744.7738.2840.49 FTF-BADV-hop31.7534.3428.0224.0632.2430.97 TW-PSODV-hop**30.7533.09**28.9024.3332.7131.72 TW-GADV-hop76.2851.6830.2328.1526.2625.00 MW-GADV-hop63.6547.06**25.4223.9623.0921.76**X-shaped network DV-hop58.4659.1447.8943.4946.6648.57 FTF-BADV-hop42.8139.9342.3434.4546.1345.54 TW-PSODV-hop**41.99**39.8041.9234.2347.0446.36 TW-GADV-hop60.8642.3638.8338.6036.9133.12 MW-GADV-hop51.73**36.5232.8232.0832.0627.80**Bold values indicate the minimum error (the best solution)Fig. 8The results with different ANs test. **a** The results of C-shaped network, **b** the results of O-shaped network, and **c** the results of X-shaped network

Time complexity {#Sec12}
---------------

Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} shows the time complexity of these algorithms, where the MaxG denotes the maximum generation and NP indicates the number of population in the algorithms. From Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, it can observe that the time complexity of the TW-GADV-hop and MW-GADV-hop is similar, and they are superior to the time complexity of the FTF-BADV-hop and TW-PSODV-hop. Therefore, our algorithm has higher timeliness than other algorithms during the location process.Table 5Time complexityAlgorithmsTime complexityFTF-BADV-hop$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows boxplot analysis of the results, and this figure exhibits the distribution of the simulation results. And the 'mean error' denotes the mean of the results of thirty runs, and the 'Whisker lower bound' and 'Whisker up bound,' respectively, denote the minimum and maximum error. From Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}, FTF-BADV-hop has the smallest error interval; however, although the error interval of MW-GADV-hop is larger than FTF-BADV-hop, the error distribution interval is lower, which means MW-GADV-hop has higher reliability. In C-shaped network, MW-GADV-hop is inferior to TW-GADV-hop.Fig. 9The boxplot analysis of the results. **a** The results of C-shaped network, **b** the results of O-shaped network, and **c** the results of X-shaped network

Conclusions {#Sec13}
===========

In this study, to explore the convergence of traditional weight models, we analyze the communication principle of sensor nodes. According to the traditional weight models, this study constructs a mathematical weight model based on the node communication features. Then, we analyze the convergence of the model and prove that when the number of hop count tends to infinity, the error of the model converges to 1/4*R* (where the sensor nodes are following the uniform distribution in the detection region and needs to have enough nodes). Finally, to test the model performance of this model, this algorithm is widely tested on different complex networks. The simulation results illustrate that the performance of this model is similar to other algorithms on the C-shaped network, and it is superior to other algorithms on the O-shaped and X-shaped networks.

Although the model achieved better positioning performance and proved to be convergent, we notice that some results do not converge to 1/4*R*. Therefore, we will explore a more reasonable and generalized weight model based on the communication principle of nodes to achieve better positioning performance.
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